Construction

Residential Buildings: Benefits of Closed-Cell
Spray Polyurethane Foam
As homeowners continue to face rising energy costs and other economic challenges, there is a strong case for improved energy
performance in residential construction. Whether you’re building a new home or renovating one, you want high quality insulation
that also air seals and resists moisture. Consequently, many homeowners, architects and builders are specifying closed-cell spray
polyurethane foam (ccSPF) insulation due to its consistent and unparalleled airtightness, thermal performance, moisture control
and structural benefits.
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To assist you when evaluating an insulation product,
here are some important considerations:
• Thermal insulation performance (R-value)
• Impact moisture has on the insulation
and the structure
• How well the insulation stops air flow,
or its air barrier qualities

• How stable its R-value is over a range
of temperature conditions
• How well the R-value is maintained in
windy conditions

continues to advance SPF blowing
agent technology providing leadership
to meet evolving industry requirements.
Discuss the latest blowing agent
technology with Honeywell or your
spray polyurethane foam supplier.
Visit www.honeywell-solsticelba.com.

Why ccSPF is a Better Insulation Technology
Closed-cell spray polyurethane foam, also known as medium-density spray foam, can
be used to insulate and air seal wall-cavities, floors, ceilings, basements and attics in all
climate zones. It is also used to insulate exterior walls and as a roofing system. Professional
SPF contractors spray it as a liquid that immediately expands to approximately 30 times
its original volume upon installation. As it expands into foam, it adheres and contours to
the spray surface, filling in cracks and crevices that can cause air and water infiltration.
With a proven performance record, ccSPF offers an “all-in-one” solution providing
superior thermal insulation, while helping prevent moisture and air infiltration. Let’s
take a closer look at some of the advantages of ccSPF in addressing key evaluation
considerations for residential insulation.
Here are just some of the many benefits of ccSPF insulation:
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installed R-value.10” Wind washing can
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of fibrous insulation. The effectiveness
of ccSPF as an air barrier helps
prevent wind washing, allowing it to
maintain its R-value even in high wind
conditions. Eliminating air flow through
the insulation also reduces drafts,
providing greater occupant comfort.

In addition, ccSPF insulation:
• Improves structural strength (ccSPF is rigid and adheres to exterior
sheathing and studs).
• Absorbs sound and reduces noise transmission
• Impedes the entry of insects and pests
• Can qualify* for rebates, tax credits and green certification
Along with its exceptional performance characteristics, ccSPF continues
to grow in popularity due to its ability to simplify the air barrier design
process, compatibility with other materials/systems and ease of
application. Consequently, it is suggested that designers, builders
and homeowners familiarize themselves with ccSPF insulation. Visit
Honeywell’s “Choosing the right insulation” information sheet to compare
ccSPF to other insulation options. Consult and work with experienced
SPF contractors who are trained and certified in ccSPF installation.
Consider specifying ccSPF insulation that utilizes Honeywell blowing agent
technology for your next residential building project. Also, discuss the
latest ccSPF blowing agent technology with a Honeywell representative
or visit www.honeywell.com for more information.
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*Savings can vary. R-value is a term used to rate an
insulation’s ability to resist conductive heat transfer. The
higher the R-value, the greater the insulating power. Ask
your seller for a fact sheet for specific R-values.
®
Energy Star is a joint program of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy.
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